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To cut to 2023, Bradfield in the 1910s had a high-capacity rail passenger system planned which was 
built but which fell into disrepair until 1976 when Wran Labor started a long-term program to fill-
in two missing links, extend electrification, improve signalling and trackage, and bring fares into 
line with service standards.  Minister Peter Cox’s legendary approaches were abandoned by later 
Labor in 2005 onwards and then the LNP from 2011, to the point now the Metro rail system under 
construction is dysfunctional in engineering and operational terms, and imminently insolvent due to 
high costs and failed revenue sources. 
 

VICTIM  OF: 
 THEFT  by LNP, 

ALP & RTBU 

 Prevented from 
saving children’s 
lives and support-
ing brain cancer 
sufferers 

 Suppressed from 
reducing 
corruption & 
waste;   and 
funding  climate & 
Covid 

 Barred from 
reducing bushfire 
risks & 
Remembering 
Forgotten Heroes 

ALL WITH MY MONEY 

Planning for the largest regional economy in Australia needs better than a 
remote national government can deliver as the last Federal Budget showed 
– that is the message from Australia’s political “killing  field”, Parramatta 
Road and Western Sydney.  This is a microcosm of the national climate 
adjustment challenge:  it is a signal failure for recent and earlier 
Governments. 
 
The tale is, the main economic drivers such as transit, freight and logistics 
systems had been distorted by parvenue ideologues by ignoring “rule of 
law” protocols and precedents in their planning & project deals, false 
Budgets and lies to stakeholders.  It started within recent history and 
continued in the October 2022 national Budget. 
 
Scarce capital is tied up in marginal projects which lack outcome-based 
merit.  They try to shift taxes and risks to citizens and small businesses so 
corporates are free to indulge their bondholders’ ambitions.  A primary 
example is Western Sydney Metros where smarter ideas have greater and 
faster potential but are suppressed by politics and the mainstream media. 
 
The emasculation of former Premier Nick Greiner and $200 million “saving” 
in June 2012 which cost more than $20 billion, marked the “poisoned vine” 
which tainted all subsequent phases including the Turnbulls’ catastrophic 
WS City Deal, the resurrection of Labor’s “West Metro” and Parramatta 
developers’ tram, through to Albanese’s 2022 Budget. 

The successive PMs and Premiers said the metro train system (as well as trams and WestConnex 
and Beaches Link etc in their ways) will have 
• Greater number of trains per hour 
• Higher passenger capacity per hour 
• Affordable housing  

• Dense housing along the metro lines as in Hong 
Kong, to meet population growth  

• Fully automated and highly reliable technology. 
 
The reality was and is that the Baird “Metro Model” was a failure in every important respect.  Kerry 
Schott contradicted her own Audit Commission report by overlooking corruption twice in my view, 
that is why Turnbull dumped her.   
 
The chronology follows:  the maelstrom was started by NSW Labor from 2005 by then Premier 
Morris Iemma (his advisor being current Treasurer Chalmers) and Federal Labor’s Albanese from 
2008,  stopped by State Labor’s Keneally in 2010 but resumed in 2012 by then LNP malevolents 
Baird and Berejiklian;  extended in Canberra from 2015 by LNP Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg and 
Kennedy;  who were appeased by Albanese and Chalmers who continued it with Kennedy after the 
May 2022 election, producing a Budget that spends $12,200,000,000 on urban toys without 
improving  
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• equity 

• affordability or  

• productivity 

despite promising to “end  the shameful tolerance of corruption”, with the PM saying on 21 May, “I 
know I have to change and I will”.   
 
This is the current 2023 situation under the new Albanese Labor Government which is continuing 
its previous ramshackle approach of not “repairing” defects or funding strong improvements but 
wasting money on debt-laden “shiny toys” based on free access to HK MTR – no PPP contributions 
and tax and risk factors are transferred from corporates to households and small businesses. 
 

 
 

Oops, they are from Albanese’s previous stint in Infrastructure, this is today’s: 
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Repair was needed from NSW Labor’s 2005 to 2010 metromania onwards to Berejiklian’s, as in July 
2012 the incoming LNP Government committed the greatest act of treachery in history which 
Albanese has joined in and continued.  The new emphasis on climate mitigation brings in OECD 
protocols.  It cannot work the way the Albanese Government is going in continuing that legacy 
without repair – that is a book’s worth, except that Labor and LNP do not read them. 
 
The essence is to observe three commonsense principles: 

1. spend wisely, stop wasteful habits, implement quality circles as a National mentality 

2. implement quickly especially high-value methods of building prosperous communities, stop 
corruption and clean out waste and avoidable debt 

3. welcome expertise and leadership, forget no one, be remembered as another successful 
Reconstruction era as was McKell’s/Menzies’. 

 
The accompanying THEFT & OBSESSION document shows the legal background to the causes of the 
massive costs and lost opportunities – amounting to maladministration on a hideous scale – shown 
below, associated with factors sapping the productivity, affordability and character of Western 
Sydney, such as: 

• Suppressing the alternative HST model and maintaining the certain-failure Albanese 40-year 
construction period model simply out of malice – Tim Fischer helped Albanese but was 
persuaded that model was dead and buried and “Mandurah” offered cost, regional 
productivity and employment, speed of delivery and engineering advantages.  This shows 
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the fundamental hypocrisy of the continuation of the Morrison non-Repair Budget 
catastrophe which is Kennedy’s obsession 

• Protecting the collapsed “Baird Model” of  metro axial  densification despite the waste, 
heatsink, lifestyle, congestion,  affordability, inequity and engineering defects which will 
necessitate closure and reconstruction approaches in future – having put more than $5 
billion into a metro stub that will be more empty than was Bruce Baird’s Mascot “Ghost  
Train”, Albanese will have to face the accusation that he know he was wasting that money 
and suffocating climate and Covid sustainability. 
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Metro Catastrophes 
 
It was a torturous path from 2005 to the Albanese/Chalmers/Kennedy 2022 Budget which 
encapsulated the Chalmers +King “urban obsessions” (this from July 2019 and still relevant, minor 
updating included):   

• Metros costing c $90 billion 
will serve no more than 5% 
of growth over 15 years, 
inconsistent with Smart 
Cities 

• Metros will have no 
capacity for higher 
population past 15 years – 
do not widen service 
spread/flexibility 

• WestConnex will be out of 
capacity by 2031 without 
scope for improvement, and 
is inconsistent with Smart 
Cities (getting worse at 
Rozelle etc) 

• Metros will reduce capacity 
relative to population and 
could run on Bradfield 
tracks so waste is massive 
(cf below) 

• Forced HK densification will 
raise costs and congestion + 
heat sink effect = 
slumification and higher 
living costs 

• All business cases were based 
on deceit, secrecy and error – 
non-compliant with Treasury 
& iA protocols 

• All options were excluded 
especially faster/cheaper/ 
more effective, East Hills 
Line was the better choice 

• Value Capture is inequitable 
and inefficient, contrary to 
Lib policies, and commercial 
risks are high 

• There is no agency that meets 
professional, holistic and 
respected standards for City 
or project planning 

• 40% of the patronage of the Bradfield CityRail patronage will be force-changed to metros, meaning 
unbelievable commuting and special events disruptions and uncosted and even hidden 
intergenerational damage to the economics and finances of the railways, disrespect of the Tom 
Hughes/JDF/Bradfield Reform Generation, and international disgrace for the Bairdijiklian Generation – 
the first to be a wrecker of inherited assets instead of a Wran/Greiner builder of stronger systems.  
That this was the first Federal Government to encourage dependant misbehaviour is also regrettable 
(versus The Snowy in 1949, Pyrmont/Glebe demolitions, Tasmanian Dams, the Metro Light Rail and the 
Labor Metros). 
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The maladministration “opportunity” cost is more than $80 billion. 
 

LP/Baird Model and Berejiklian Malenomics Broken – the Poisoned Vine 
 
Governments do not value expertise.  These 
graphics are so old there were first under PM 
Turnbull yet only the names have changed, except 
that with Kennedy still wrecking his way through 
the Treasurers. 
 
The Charter of Budget Honesty Act as well as 
OECD protocols require “repair” to be conducted.  
Then Treasurer Peter Costello introduced the 
former to Parliament with these words: 
Mr Speaker, the government believes that the Charter of 
Budget Honesty Bill 1996 … is the kind of reform which, 
when enacted, will change:   the way in which elections 
are conducted;   … policies are implemented;   …future 
generations are brought into consideration in economic 
decision making;   and economic policy …. 

 
This “Club” was an artifice of respectability to hide a 
fraudulent intent and process. 

In  mid-2017 this was the summary of the NSW Budget: 

The lease-out of the poles and wires was supposed to produce a war chest of $20 billion of which $6 
billion was to go to regions.  It hasn’t.  $7 billion was to go to the NW to Bankstown Metro including 
Harbour tunnel metros but $23 billion or much more had already been committed to them.  That 
sounds pretty smelly.  No one including the media smelt that dead rat.  The Harbour Tunnel is a Staples 
ghost from anti-Greiner, pro-HK Gargantuanism. 

Then more “toy” promises were made whilly-nilly on top – for new systems where old systems can be 
improved instead, as recommended by Christie and Greiner, at much lower cost  - 

• West Metro -$10+ billion and 10 years  (bye-bye- Google when a cheaper and faster option, 
even better option, the Goanna Transit Bridge had been offered to Baird and Berejiklian in 
2015, 2016 and 2017 – as Google knew)  

• The Spit and various road tunnels and freeways like SATS all over-the-place approach in the 
1970s, and just as unlikely to happen, at say $13 billion and growing, and  

• trams in the Eastern Suburbs and around Parramatta – both with plenty of bus opportunities 
which started at about $1 billion and now rival NZ’s budget.   

The last builds in the forgotten issue, that Berejiklian’s rejection of the 2009 Epping to Parramatta 
“shovel ready” line in 2010 would possibly free enough paths on the Main West line to allow fast trains 
to Parramatta to the Second Airport, cheaply by comparison – and allowing interchanges with all other 
lines (except the new “dual-gauge” metro intersections, how shameful is that).  The appearance is of a 
train wreck in slow motion.  The latest is hospital investment from a war chest that is some 60% over-
loaded already. 

There was no real difference between then and 2021 except Perrottet, as Treasurer then as 
Premier, falsified the NSW Budget to conceal metro costs.  The lobbies’ “backrooms” replaced the 
proper planning process and NB Kennedy’s malicious presence: 

30   Minute   Club 
the anti-Greiner mafia*

Clive 
Mathieson 

Prime Minister

Carolyn 
McNally

DOPE

Lucy Turnbull
GSC

NSW Premier

Rodd 
Staples
TfNSW

Dr Steven Kennedy
DIRD + IPA

Tim Reardon
Premier & Cabinet

iNSW

Angus Taylor MP
Ex-Cities

Paul Fletcher MP
iA • GSC

• Ex-Infra P’ship
Aust

• iNSW
• Planning rules
• Project 

approvals

• Metro mistakes
• GSC
• Ex-Infra P’ship Aust

• “Greiner” is symbolic of Eddington, Christie, 
Messiter/Gibbons & Tom Hughes et al

Graham Bradley
Chair  iNSW &  HSBC

& GrainCorp

Rod Pearse
Sydney Motorway Corp

Ex-WestConnex
iNSW

Michael Pratt
Ex-Chinese banks 
and credit corp

iNSW & GSC

Scott Morrison MP
Treasurer/PM

HSBC = HK Metro funder
GrainCorp = infra user and owner
Infra P’ships Aust = top infra companies

As in the formative phases – Turnbull creating gifting pathways, Morrison as PM continuing them
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Albanese’s Budget Approach 
 
The 2022 Federal Budget was the same as previous incompetent and corrupt LNP Fed Budgets 
except in minor details –  

• same $120 billion in a leaky “Pipeline”, loose 
promises about congestion, keeping waste 

• exclude real priorities like Covid, bushfire risk  
and climate, and smarter options/ less harm 

• gifting to blue-suit chums and cronies 
especially the western Sydney shiny trains 

• abuse and oppression of professional voices 
and proper practices, and  

• tax cuts for the wealthy depriving the nation 
of desperately needed education, health and 
community support money. 

 
The OECD (including Australia) had published a succession of national and regional productivity 
and efficiency guides over many years and updated them in Economic Outlook 2020.  This was a 
landmark contribution that has been all but ignored at international and Australian levels where 
poorly-focussed budgets are the norm.  Australia’s PM Scott Morrison had ravaged the “rule of 
law” but bragged internationally and been exploited by the US and UK in particular (both had 
lucrative military hardware sales in mind).  Incoming PM Albanese has not changed Budget 
personnel and practices at all, thereby delaying the reconstruction needed under OECD’s climate 
change mitigation: 

• First, there was no “plan”.   

• Second, there was no business model, no PPP contribution.  All revenue sources failed and 
future expansion options sterilised.   

• Third, there was no legitimisation through robust protocols.  Finally, the technologies and 
routes were invalid.   

• Then we come to the “better options” which should be Albanese’s bread and butter. 
 
His 2022 Budget put $5.25 billion into a rail link that will have almost no patronage, the result of 
believing ideology and not knowing the right from the wrong over a very long time, in a cross-
political tryst created in Hong Kong: 
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The missing plan & tested options 
 

 

This is from EDDINGTON BEDROCK:  FROM CHRISTIE TO GREINER TO 
GIBBONS, and it distils the best options to improve Sydney’s 
equity and productivity quickly, most cost-efficiently, with 
lowest risk and greatest transit and freight effectiveness. 
 
In all her years in office, Berejiklian did not produce such 
ideas.  Moreover there are massive planning and 
operational studies behind the notions – they are not 
nonsense (full map is below, add Anzac Metro & Christie 
freight line etc). 
 
Albanese still follows the Baird model, without “rule of 
law” or probity, without choosing better vehicle 
technologies, all to be paid for by non-existent fare boxes 
and especially “betterment non-capture” from residential 
densification along the metro axes, in other words, DEBT. 

It is intrinsic to Bairdijiklian Malenomics that options be rejected as they are inconsistent with 
client/lobby commitments.  Corrupt Budgets are intrinsically recycling corruption.  AT NO TIME DID 
ALBANESE OR BEREJIKLIAN OR THEIR AGENCIES LOOK AT THE BEST OPTION/S. 
 
There are four profound examples plus a kitbag of great ideas countering Baird/Berejiklian’s and 
now Kennedy malice and incompetence: 
 

1. West Metro - an obsessive race to justify what is not a valid project, the option is to supplement the 
Bradfield mainline which is subject to Christie/Greiner plans + new RG option to give airport the best 
transit system in the world.  The Metro “network” is crippled by a maximum central zone which is 
limited – permanently – to 30 trains per hour.  Her promised “60 trains every hour” was a lie, those 30 
have to be split between the SW and West Metro.  This cannot proceed without her secret and 
extremely expensive plan to build a parallel West metro that avoids the CBD choke point – how 
ridiculous is that!  This is criminal maladministration and journalists are as culpable. 

2. Goanna Transit Bridge – developed as a logical option to Labor’s West Metro, described by two 
former roads commissioners as “the best idea in 100 years”, Berejiklian has done everything she can, 

Iemma – sick of Carr’s 
indecisive incompetence 

but has no nous, nor does 
Chalmers

Takes Staples out of 
RailCorp and uses Health 
bureaucrats to wreck Rail 
Union – sick psychology

Metro undermines transit  
to Nancy Bird Airport, 

Aerotropolis, inland agric 
air hub and freight & 

logistics

Lucy Turnbull imposes 
metro linear corridors 
on Sydney’s planning, 

repute is demolished so 
PM Turnbull uses 

Kennedy to destroy W 
Sydney and Bradfield 

transit, freight & 
logistics - $400 billion+ 

damage
Treasurer Costa uses 

eminent Jim Steer to try 
to impose professional 

judgement, fails
2016 Baird & Berejiklian 

panic over my logical 
attacks >>> “next 

priorities” without  logic 
or legitimacy are the 

pack-of-lies West  Metro 
& Nth Beaches mega-

tollway with impossible 
spaghetti at Rozelle

Labor gyrations between 
NW, West and CBD 

Metros without logic or 
ethics

Albanese does not explain 
but  promises large 

amounts for West  Metro

O’Farrell promises 
rationale, appoints 

Greiner to chair iNSW 
(iA useless), Greiner 

produces massive Fast 
Rail strategy, BOF and 

Berejiklian snarl and he 
departs, Berejiklian 
cancels COAG “city 
plan” requirement 

Albanese puts $92 million 
into his  “Green Metro” 

which excites a letter from 
Inspector of ICAC, D-G of 
Planning + this expert to 

protest

Albanese in Canberra is 
half-hearted opposing 

CBD Metro

Berejiklian incrementally 
sterilises “best  idea in 100 

years”, Goanna Transit Bridge 
and innerwest traffic 

calming, Albanese MIA

Albanese/Chalmers/ 
Kennedy/ Gallagher 

2022 Budget gifts $5.5 
billion to a metro black 
hole – the emperor has 

no clothes

Premier Kristina Keneally 
2010 cancels metros and 

restores  planning of 
Western Fast Rail
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The metro “stub” from St 
Marys to Aerotopolis 
station is indirect for 
dominant worker & 
visitor flows from 
Wollongong/ Sutherland 
and Liverpool/ 
Campbelltown who will 
use utes, cars, buses and 
taxis

Berejiklian broke the 
Greiner/Gibbons mainline 
”fast transit” model for 
corrupt reasons which 
included HK Metro lobby 
“sponsorship” and hatred 
of Rail Union.

There are compelling 
reasons to “repair” the 
Metro network, including 
central entangements are 
chokepoints on capacity 
on West and SW metros

and add
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wasted every cent, to put logjams in the way of it.  Instead, and she cares not at all, her Rozelle 
congestion zone is going fast to critical level with c 20,000 extra vehicles a day going through 
Sydney’s most congested intersection.  Fireworks icon building , 16,000 dwellings, White Bay, 
Overseas Passenger Terminal  and then tram/trains 

3. My Eddington Bedrock:  from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons as above, has feasible Hurstville to 
Strathfield tram/trains, RG adaptation of Jacana 1998 to use tram/trains and link NW to Airport 
without 2nd Harbour Tunnel.  It also has the following plus the Bondi Beach, Mandurah Fast Train 
(agreed to by Tim Fischer) and traffic chokepoint solutions in  Rockdale and Katoomba in it inter alia 

4. Premier Kenneally’s, former Premier Nick Greiner’s, Easson/Leighton’s, Ron Christie’s and my 
Western Fast Rail or fast transit, capacity built to 40,000 p.h. in each direction and extended via 
balloon loop to new Airport (my idea:   use of Bradfield lines is consistent with building freight and 
logistics including to Inland Rail and the Aerotropolis. 

 
The only reasoned case for the introduction and design of metro routes was Ron Christie’s Long-
Term Rail Development Plan of 2001, which contained a River Metro, in the longer-term, to fill  gaps 
between Ryde down to Parramatta River, across the innerwest via the CBD to the Eastern Suburbs.  
RailCorp took that and modified it into the Anzac Metro which made sense – 19 kms and 16 stations 
plus direct catchment of 230,000 and 4 university domains.  It’s the only metro that could succeed as 
a PPP.  Iemma and Chalmers irresponsibly canned that: 

 

 

 
 
Greiner and Baird/Berejiklian understated heavy 
rail’s and overstated metro rail’s passenger 
capacities by 90 per cent.  This is an abbreviation of 
a full report on my websites é. 

 
 
 

 
Alan Moir was doing these toons when Christie 
and I were monstering Rees, Staples and IPA in 
2009, that he only has to change minor details 
shows that Albanese’s governance is the same 
or worse è 

 
This is a taster as it is hard for an outsider to 
believe how grossly incompetent Australia has 
become ê  

Reduces bus congestion on Victoria and Parramatta Roads, Oxford St, Anzac Pde and 
South Dowling St/Southern Cross Drive
Services 4 universities to varying degrees and Barangaroo from east and west.  
Potentially the only viable transit PPP in NSW
No lengthy line closures or disruptions.

Network interoperability
advantages

Greiner iNSW
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Note that PM Albanese cannot produce any valid numbers of comparable quality regarding his 
faux-metros Vs alternative BRT and light rail options. 
 
This was part of the book UNHOLY SUCCESSION in July 2022, naturally ignored thus leaving Australia 
with a Budget Black Hole for another year if PM Albanese continues to ignore reality: 
 

 
The real tasks 
 
Then – what  flows are under-serviced due to historical ossification as well as new patterns.  These 
numbers were produced by Ben Keneally in  2006 who was sacked for his admirable efforts.  There 
is a lot of political claptrap about support for Parramatta whereas the Berejiklian/Albanese 
emphasis is on by-passing it:  

This looks quite simple, does it not?  But it was 
a lie as shown at right – an unworkable 
corruption of process out of corrupt 
plagiarism and complete Baird incompetence, 
he and Berejiklian panicked when I released 
“CASE TO PAUSE” and they created the absurdly 
unworkable è 
 

 
 

 

Kennedy

The Economic Statement is on Thursday, the Business Summit 
follows and the Budget is in October.  Chalmers and Kennedy 
have crippled the Government’s ability to be professional, fair 
and different to Morrison / Frydenberg, instead of a mirror 
image  in important respects.
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Similarly my Goanna is a keystone which Berejiklian bastardised out of jealousy and malice, these 
notes are from discussion with Urban Growth: 
 

GOANNA TRANSIT 
BRIDGE, CBD 
TRAFFIC OASIS, 
CIRCUMFERENTIAL 
BY-PASS, TRANSIT 
BOULEVARD,  ETC  
 

Only solution to Sydney’s core problems in its entire history, described by 2 ex D-Gs as 
“best idea in 100 years”.  Incompetently sabotaged by the Black Witch.  I added the 
iconic  110-story Fireworks Tower on Glebe Island (only place it could go) after 
Berejiklian booted out Google for asking for Goanna to be built.  UGNSW tried to steal 
it, their exec was sacked.  Idiot NSW Planning Ministers Stokes and Roberts are trying to 
proceed without it, typical malice/ incompetence.  Total yield to landowners (NSW/Fed 
Govts) - $1 billion!  Cost of Bridge minuscule and an adornment in the City of Bridges. 

 

Sydney 
needs 
connections 
to/from the 
SW and NW 
but no 
effective 
strategy 
exists 
outside of 
“Save 
Sydney”.

ParraCity
2011-2 –
a regional 
solution but 
infeasible 
and 
abandoned 
for trams

Hurstville to Macquarie Park                    4.46 m   
passenger kilometres per day
Camden/Campbelltown to Macq Pk    6.37 m

Urban Transport Statement (2006)

Potentially the largest flow in Sydney:

In 2012-13 Berejiklian was totally confused about “stand-alone” 
which was sad enough, but that has turned into the colossal betrayal of Sydney’s future.  
Her metros run in the wrong directions, as do her trams – see below

The main influencer was Infrastructure Partnerships which had nurtured the viper 
in their cave since 2010.

https://sydneybetrayals.me/west-metro-mirage/
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/staples-%26-glazebrook-duds

The Parramatta tram is a sham, it is based on pre-existing developer demands.

The WEST METRO shows the characteristic engineering defects of 
Berejiklian’s  administration (this is Labor’s CBD Metro precedent).

The Metro is a trunk service with one station remote from everything 
important.  It is not “pre-planned”, has not gone through proper needs 
analysis – and therefore excludes “local solutions”.  

Councils are competing for station sites, reflecting the same blunders 
as in the disastrous Bankstown Metro, trams and WestConnex.

The Goanna and the Metro are in different timescales, different 
markets, and have completely different practicality envelopes – bridge 
Vs tunnel.  Goanna releases 16,000 housing sites and allows The 
Fireworks as well as three “expressnets” using tram/trains.  It 
supported Google while Berejiklian spurned it.
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The Debt Lake due to failed revenue 
 

Albanese’s funding emphasises the lack of commercial model, the weekly equivalent of weekly 
revenue yield to cover just finance costs is $9.5 million or $494 million p.a. on a reducing balance 
basis – the Metros need constant and rising debt subsidising, increasing the overall rail operating 
deficit: 

 

1. The desperate reversion to debt, 
seeing the Baird Model is broken*, will 
force a collapse in NSW and Federal 
Budgets, harming the prospects of: 

a) Metros to Western Sydney 

b) Tollways to Northern Beaches and 
Illawarra 

c) Inland Rail and NSW ports 

d) Fast Trains anywhere – there are now 
13 proposals being funded = ludicrous 
waste of money 

Then the first practicality, the failure of  “betterment capture” was predicted by Greiner 2012 and 
found historically and practically by this analyst, going back to 1910 and on the Anzac Metro for 
RailCorp.  Only fools believe otherwise. 
 
Thus the foundation fell apart as soon as the nominated 
implementer, the PM’s wife Lucy Turnbull, talked big concepts 
but was brutally re-educated when this analyst took her words 
and applied accepted parameters to say Campsie which has NO 
buildings higher than three storeys , 67!!! è 
 
This was completely ridiculous and contemptible.  The same 
was proved in the lower North Shore along the St Leonards/ 
Crow Nest axis.  Now Premier Perrottet is trying to bring back 
those “targets” as the HK Metro must be desperate to prop up   
its investment (although it has a free run- no PPP or other normal contribution to pay, such is the 
Malenomic stupidity). 
 
On the other hand, superior nous saved $4 billion on that  most brilliantly ill-conceived South West 
Metro which Berejiklian rejected and rejected and then stole – which her buddy, the current NSW 
Premier, will pay for, very soon. 

The WEST METRO shows the characteristic engineering defects of 
Berejiklian’s  administration (this is Labor’s CBD Metro precedent).

The Metro is a trunk service with one station remote from everything 
important.  It is not “pre-planned”, has not gone through proper needs 
analysis – and therefore excludes “local solutions”.  

Councils are competing for station sites, reflecting the same blunders 
as in the disastrous Bankstown Metro, trams and WestConnex.

The Goanna and the Metro are in different timescales, different 
markets, and have completely different practicality envelopes – bridge 
Vs tunnel.  Goanna releases 16,000 housing sites and allows The 
Fireworks as well as three “expressnets” using tram/trains.  It 
supported Google while Berejiklian spurned it.
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This shows that:
1. The NSW Government is fibbing when it says that

a) It has low debt
b) It is reducing capital expenditure
c) It is sensible in its project decisions

2. The desperate reversion to debt, seeing the Baird 
Model is broken*, will force a collapse in NSW and 
Federal Budgets, harming the prospects of:

a) Metros to Western Sydney
b) Tollways to Northern Beaches and Illawarra
c) Inland Rail and NSW ports
d) Fast Trains anywhere – there are now 13 

proposals being funded = ludicrous waste of 
money

3. The “debt lake” (piggy bank)  in the NSW Budget 
will not last more than 5 years and leave NSW in 
deep trouble with growing debt (metros will have 
little revenue so ongoing) and interest.  See Peter 
Costello (at left).

﹡ Privatisation windfalls were wasted and MTR is not going 
pay for metros which the Govt promised to fund, why 
would they?

On 7 May 2018 The Guardian’s  Gareth Hutchens reported Costello in angry mode on the Turnbull/Morrison 

Budget approach:

…  it would need to deliver a decade’s worth of surplus budgets to pay off Australia’s net debt.  He said he 

doubted that will happen. 

“If you’re running a deficit what that means is you’re spending more than you raise [in taxes] and you’re 

borrowing to cover the difference,” Costello told the ABC’s Leigh Sales on Monday.

“We’ve now had 10 years of deficit, cumulatively that means to cover that we’ve had to borrow about 

$370bn. We went from having no net debt to borrowing about $370bn.  “That money doesn’t go away. 

We’re going to be paying interest on it until somebody pays it back.  “You’re looking at a decade at least 

[of budget surpluses], maybe beyond,” he said.  “I think the probabilities are we’ll never get back to where 

we were. You and I will die before that happens.”

And debt is going northwards fast.  The new Sydney Metro doubled the annual rail operating deficit 

without any media or community awareness or engagement, as it is effectively 100% subsidised from debt;  

and the extensions that Berejiklian intend to implement will damage both budgets and suburbs for those 

future generations.

See companion document for the base charts, text and context.

10 floors 25 floors
Sydenham 6 2

Marrickville 67 24
Dulwich Hill 22 8

Hurlestone Park 1 0
Canterbury 44 16

Campsie 67 24
Belmore 33 12

Lakemba 33 12
Wiley Park 27 10

Punchbowl 27 10
Bankstown 67 24

393 142
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These were also parts of CASE TO PAUSE (there is also a chart showing Berejiklian’s savage reversal 
of serious efforts over many years to reduce the rail annual operating deficit): 
 

 
 

 
There has been no practical understanding of the congestion realities (ditto port planning and fast 
trains) that Berejiklian deliberately foisted on the Innerwest as she did to every community she 
dealt with,  am I the only one doing such work (no longer are bus counts available): 
 
WestConnex* is 
dumping 20,000 extra 
vehicles onto Rozelle 
every day without any 
means of easing 
buses through the 
snarl except my 
Goanna Transit 
Bridge.  * It will out of 
capacity in 2031. 
 
  

The comparative capacities of metros Vs double-deckers were propagandised by Berejiklian 
through verbiturative assertions, meaning lies, but Greiner was also caught using the Metro’s false 
comparison (which originated in the Hong Kong Metro!).  A fairer comparison is shown in this 
graphic: 

 

Turnbull could never say he was 
not told.   
 
Inequality is increasing across 
metropolitan regions because of 
blind ignorance in housing, 
infrastructure and taxation.  

 
Previous generations’ legacies are being trashed but also debt and systemic constraints are being 
heaped on coming generations.  Berejiklian was informed  and made the situation as worse as she 
could. 
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Burns Bay Road  December 2018
22,693

Victoria Road Rozelle Warringah Freeway
33,136 Parramatta Road 39,805
36,874 City West Link 29,120 Harbour Tunnel

Victoria Road Hunters Hill 66,255 extra 20,000 89,163
28,565 62,002 Cahill Expressway

extra 8,500 82,000 (extra 20,000) 21,440 New South Head Road
Enmore Road South Dowling Street 40,113

Joseph Street Liverpool Road Ashfield 28,335 14,318
61,424 23,684 Euston Road Marsh Street General Holmes Drive

Georges River Road 24,295 extra 50,000 55,000 64,993
26,613

Stoney Creek Road Princes Highway Rockdale
Stacey Street extra 5,000 Canterbury Road 19,081

22,215 28,266
King Georges Road

66,643

CBD

Network interoperability
advantages

Greiner iNSW
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The City Deal contamination 
 
The NSW Labor Government was on the way to forcible sequestration of private property rights 
for handover to developers in favour of the PRC Hong Kong Metro when Kristina Keneally took 
over  in 2010 and stopped the corruption.   
 
Another illustration of the process of degradation is this, followed by normal chronologies – it is 
important to empower the reader to satisfy him or her self: 

 
This talks about iA but Albanese, Minister King and Chalmers are right in the middle of it: 
 

 

 

Bairdijiklian dropkicks 
Bradfield Election promise, 
secret HK metro  deal. 
Turnbulls extract Kennedy 
and turn him into W Syd 
secret assassin. Where did 
$100 m go, last seen with 
Lucy Turnbull?

Iemma/Rees corrupt 
Bradfield with HK MTR 
secret deal

Albanese/King 
support coal past 

2050, he praises 
National Cabinet

Murphy confirmed 
as head of Health

Albanese Green Line 
metro is gifted $92 
million in Budget, 
where did it go?

Chalmers rejects repair, Budgetary 
nation-building & positive initiatives

PM amazing on Uluru, suppresses 
national bushfire program. 

Promised Integrity

Albanese, Wong, 
Plibersek & Bowen 
give climate 
assurances to 
World & 
neighbours, but 
reaffirm new 
carbon projects

Gaetjens departs, 
Chalmers keeps 
Kennedy, rejects 
repair & integrity

Chalmers/Gallagher/ 
Kennedy/ Treasury > toe-

cutting of preventives, 
maintain carbon subsidies

Fed ICAC on the 
way, bit slow.  
Integrity applied 
unevenly

2022’s 
Poisoned 
Vine :  
prejudices 
the future

Albanese 
healing 
nation, 
mostly

Books, websites and 
social media are 
adverse to 
continuation of 
Morrison values

Electoral 
annihilation 
of Carbon 
brutes

Lord Acton wrote, “Every thing secret degenerates, even the administration of justice; nothing is safe 
that does not show how it can bear discussion and publicity”. 

Morrison/Kennedy rejects 
logic and goes with 
Carbon Club lies to COP26

CITY DEALS – CON OR GONE?  - page 1

COAG instructed all States and Territories to prepare “city plans” during the Sydney CBD Metro controversy, in 2009.  
That was shafted by NSW in 2012.  Every city has its own challenges and Senators and MsP will have little difficulty in 
applying Sydney’s lessons to their own contexts.

That Sydney has no “city plan” is one thing, particularly affecting iA whose evaluations are fatally flawed, but the 

Turnbull regime imposed two major changes which further undermined proper planning: 

• City deals:  a perversion of UK “city state” devolution, having the opposite effect of imposing dreadful blunders 
on regions such as the WS City Deal

• Project-by-project gifting which breaks down “network integrity”, examples being the Sydney metros 
undermining the Bradfield system and Parramatta CBD, and GSC’s direct developer compacts including the 

Parramatta tram which replaced a commuter network with a single line which suits a row of high rises away from 
the CBD.

If Sydney had a “city plan”, it probably would have had a more sustainable, broader base for population growth 
than MTR’s Hong Kong style of canyonisation along an axis.

Most of the Australian “$100 billion” and NSW’s “$90 billion” treasure chests run that way.  Both Sydney and 
Melbourne are ignoring Brisbane’s long-term lead in building express busways or BRT, using the right vehicles 
which seat 150 in Brisbane but almost double that if a different configuration is purchased. 

iA’s Sir Rod Eddington and iNSW’s Nick Greiner recommended that smaller, more productive and less risky linking 
projects be always, carefully, considered, but iA ignores that in practice.
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Albanese’s $5.25 billion into the St Mary’s metro stub, which is part of  Kennedy’s corrupted 
scheme (it also including pre-determined $100 million to selected chums to prepare a brochure to 
justify the mess) is best understood by looking at the aerial view of the Bradfield  “fast  transit 
option): 
 

 
 

The reality was and is: 

• The metros sterilise freight and logistics capacity and prohibit the reduction of structural 
congestion through shifting eastern residences across the Cumberland Plain 

• Overall rail capacity will be lower as there is no increase in spread of services and lower 
passenger carrying capacity on existing lines (Bankstown/Illawarra).  Bankstown has an 82% 
rail share on the journey to work, only 15% by car.  There is little scope for mode diversion;  
and running empty trains every 2 minutes is expensive especially adding the costs of line 
closure, discomfort related to the high standing ratio, reconstruction of stations and forced 
transfers – when double-deckers could meet anticipated loads cost-effectively.  Past 
studies over-estimated the benefits and under-estimated the diseconomies of 
“improvements” 

• “Local Solutions” were  always rejected e.g. Green Square has two stations already, local 
connectives (buses) are needed instead, decision was determined by a Planning Minister 
with conflicted interests 

• Bankstown is a second-rate option to East Hills/KSA and statistically insignificant, East Hills 
also has benefits for NW commuters if better, cheaper and faster options are adopted.  
Why aeroplane travellers are treated so badly is a mystery 

• Requires reconstruction of stations to ensure passenger safety [massive unrevealed cost] 
BUT no benefit/cost analysis is visible anywhere re comparing that with not straightening 

Berejiklian 
dream: 
supplement 
failed NW

Missing: cross-
regional  transit & 
freight – crippling  
productivity
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station platforms and using staff (capital v operating cost balances akin to Dr Stewart Joy’s 
economic studies) 

• The secret purpose, the only one that explains all, is that the Government is prepared to 
undermine Sydney’s future and slug its citizens for $20,000,000,000+ upfront, to rid Sydney 
(only) of the Rail Union.  This is dishonest and pointless.  The RTBU will survive somehow 
and Unions NSW will finally wake up. 

 
There has been no “plan” to meet demographic change and no Eddington-style analyses to 
engage communities about the projects they are willing to pay for (item after that).  A better 
strategy was always there had the then Minister opened her eyes.  She had the nerve to later  say 
she decided 3 weeks after the March 2011 election to break her solemn promises. 
 
That the Greater Sydney Commission has to accept the Government’s projects and no others 
means it cannot achieve its objective of providing 664,000 dwellings by 2031 in a socially, 
environmentally and economically sound manner.  Therefore the metros have the opposite of “a 
purpose”:  they must be “paused” to allow a re-consideration of all options in an 
Eddington/Treasury Regs manner, or Sydney goes backwards in planning and Budgetary positions. 
 
Accountability 
 
IA is not useful but I significantly extended OECD's criteria and put them in the 2020-21 context, in the 
Covid Economics books. 
 
OECD templates link infrastructure to economic productivity and efficiency, to national and 
international climate responsibilities and opportunities, to fair and equitable treatment of the 
damaged and vulnerable, and to intergenerational prosperity.  This is a proper holistic approach to 
societies within and across the nations of humankind and nature.  We are interlinked and 
interdependent.  Earlier generations of Australians would have understood that but the current ones 
have become inured to Morrison/ Berejiklian/ Frydenberg/ Kennedy corruption, complacency, endless 
stress, waste and frustration, and anal certitude in he face of repetitive failures. 
 
In early 2016 I wrote the landmark “Case to Pause the metros” (which in turn was culmination of 
work since 2008-09) which started with this precis: 
 

The new Prime Minister (Turnbull) heralded a new start to investment in urban infrastructure including 
a re-invigoration of Infrastructure Australia’s.  As yet, iA’s “future list” for NSW is empty;  yet Sydney is 
experiencing a major intervention into the corpus of the city and suburban electric rail system.  This 
was the product of the Improvement Generation led by then Lord Mayor, Sir Thomas Hughes.  His 
Improvement of Sydney Royal Commission set a “planning consensus” in the interests of the whole 
metropolis a bit over a century ago.   
 
There is no consensus now and some current programs are likely to worsen congestion.  The Bradfield 
legacy was recently praised by the PM and Premier Mike Baird;  but that legacy is being undermined in 
practice.  The equivalent of “a butterfly flapping its wings in China” was a 0.00025% ($200 million) 
“saving” on small-bore tunnels which is arguably costing more than $10 billion.   
 
This reverses commonsense in Sydney’s context which has long been dominated by resource 
constraints and widespread unfulfilled needs. 
 
Faced with two choices, build a new system to fill in gaps (not duplicate what previous generations 
gave us);  or strengthen what we have and defer new projects (as recommended by two expert Christie 
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reports and iNSW), the Government invented a third, a most expensive and least effective of ideas 
supported by no strategic studies or statutory processes.  It is seemingly illegitimate in law, practice 
and process.   
 
That that could happen indicates dysfunctionalities in ”governance”, involving official agencies and 
central bodies, and “private” interests including such supplicants as universities, lobbies and 
contractors.  The metros might be “modern” and visually attractive but worsen congestion;  while 
agencies do not appear to know how to relieve it in the long-term. 

 
UrbanGrowth and the Greater Sydney Commission will not improve planning outcomes – when 
the former is dogmatically interventionist, unsuccessful at community engagement and even 
project planning; when it “leads” its ministers as at Waterloo; and when Berejiklian takes its 
commercial operations like The Bays away from Planning and under her own fiat to frustrate this 
analyst’ solutions.  The GSC by law cannot even question the Metros and WestConnex lest the 
Commissioners be dismissed without cause.  Stokes’ promise of a “new paradigm” of engagement 
was a farce from the start.   
 
The specific lines of logic are: 
 

Refuse to consider 
options  &  “Repair” 
(OECD’s “Review”) 

Chronic failure of all govts as part of sterilisation of Treasury Regs, ”due diligence” 
& “rule of law”, cost in Sydney calculated at $300 billion including future closure & 
reconstruction of current engineering catastrophes (ignored by ALP & LNP), future 
value of reversal put at c $3 trillion using my IP.  Kennedy been suppressing for 7 
years (going on 8) my national infrastructure review (Eddo/Greiner/My 
methodology to reduce costs and corruption/ waster & meet climate change and 
demographic needs – benefits as stated – Treasury/Finance are playing in wading 
pools.  Problem intrinsic to Albanese iA 2007 Act and the rorting which followed 
the bullying of Tanner. 
  

Metros, Nancy Bird SSA 
& Aerotropolis 

Neutered by WS City Deal and convoluted and disjointed set of metros – initially to 
reduce Berejiklian embarrassment at NW Metro’s failed economics (pick up 
Bradfield Main West), then laughingly react to my contemporary criticisms of 
consequential transit & freight damage across SW & Illawarra, the costs are absurd 
and loss of productivity put at $400 b minimum. My balloon loop is ©.  Perrottet 
falsified Budget papers to cynically hide my NW/ Bankstown metro cost savings 
that Berejiklian stole from me (c $4 billion). West Metro limited to 20,000 pass/hour 
Vs Greiner/ Christie/ Gibbons option’s 40,000 and “world’s best” transit support to 
the Airport while maintaining freight potential to the Inland Rail which the metros 
sterilised. 
  

Governance:  national 
council & righteous 
blame + Re-Activation 
of Corona medicals 

Governance is a blind spot for LNP & ALP.  National Cabinet is a failure against 
legitimate expectations in March 2020;  and replacement Council would re-activate 
medical influence in COVID, with Health system and personal damage benefits at 
massive scales over time.  Righteous Blame relates to that but brings 
in Localism (regional innovation & “willingness to pay” among other benefits, 
cf Creative Reconstruction of NSW Local Governance (2010)).  Appalling quality of 
National Cabinet performance is highlighted 
  

Climate Mitigation & 
AUKUS 

Both are connected through regional microeconomics such as my world-best 
methodology in Newcastle.  Worth $ trillions if applied as template across Australia 
& NZ, © comment above applies, Govt is delusional if it keeps ignoring best practice 
– in coal-mining areas, will fail in replacement employment,  AUKUS is unlikely to 
work in competition with US, Indian and Asian competition (Biden is much smarter 
than Aus in this respect, he picked Morrison’s pockets.) 
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 Expressnets Using ARUP work with permission, careful applications mapped in innerwest and 

Bondi Beach precincts in Sydney and applicable in Vic, SA, WA and other 
congested/parking-stressed precincts 

 
Goanna, CBD Traffic 
Oasis, Circumferential 
By-Pass, Transit 
Boulevard,  etc 
  

 
Only solution to Sydney’s core problems in its entire history, described by 2 ex D-Gs 
as “best idea in 100 years”.  Incompetently sabotaged by the Black Witch.  I added 
the 110-story Fireworks Tower on Glebe Island (only place it could go) after 
Berejiklian booted out Google for asking for Goanna to be built.  UGNSW tried to 
steal it, their exec was sacked.  Idiot Planning Minister trying to proceed without it, 
typical malice/ incompetence.  Total yield to landowners (NSW/Fed Govts) - $1 
billion!  Cost of Bridge minuscule and an adornment in the City of Bridges 
  

High Speed Rail in a 
balanced regional 
model 

PM Albanese started a detailed investigation of HST based on the CSIRO precedent 
study and without options.  The results were appalling - about 10 years pre-
construction, 30 years construction, and uncertain positions in relation to 
technology developments and undermining regional cities it would have to 
miss/by-pass.  There were subsequent CLARA and Chinese ideas plus Fr TGV and 
Japanese Shinkansen possibilities.  I developed an arguably more practical option, 
the “Mandurah” model and I published it in every regional paper from 
Campbelltown to Shepparton, the Land and ABC Radio.  Tim Fischer asked me 
detailed questions and agreed with me, from which point he endorsed neither HST 
nor CLARA (which was a Turnbull/Nats political scam).  It would strengthen 
regional cities instead of undermining them.  The concept has been offered to the 
PM gratis on condition he expiates the plagiarism and cruelty towards me, as with 
other elements.  The goodwill period is near expiration. 
  

Congestion Policy 
Framework  

Flattened Turnbull and his Angus Taylor on their “Bustin’ Congestion” PR 
crap.  Add unique solutions to 2 Katoomba traffic snarls and to insane location of 
WestConnex linking at City West.  Value is $ millions p.a. 
  

Eastern Seabord Rail 
Freight Strategy (2012) 
& Critical Port Failures 

All three NSW Ports are location-constrained yet misunderstood by local MPs and 
regional business chambers all the way through to national logistics lobbies and 
associations.  This is not complex:  National Rail is sub-economic and technically 
insolvent (revenue seems to be 10% of financial costs-only) but is increasingly 
isolated from the main freight attractors and generators.  Port logistics 
consultancies heavily biassed = marketing tools.  Prof Rob Lee and I copyrighted 
the route from Newcastle to Inland Rail – Port refused to deal but is trying to steal 
the IP. 

 
Catherine Rampell in the Washington Post delivered an excellent analysis of the dilemma then 
facing America, not coincidentally Australia as well, here is an extract: 

Right now, stimulus design faces a fundamental trade-off between flexibility and 
accountability.  
 
On the one hand: We’re facing a historic economic crisis, born of a bungled public health crisis. 
The pace at which households and businesses are confronting financial ruin might be 
unprecedented. There is an urgent need to get money to both groups as quickly as possible. 
The more conditions placed on this financial aid — for instance, who can qualify for 
emergency loans, or what they must do to have loans eventually forgiven — the longer it will 
take to vet recipients and get money out the door.  
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On the other hand: When giving away trillions in taxpayer dollars, there should be some 
basic safeguards and transparency to make sure funds are not misused. The White House 
and Senate Republicans have essentially been asking for the administration to be granted a 
$500 billion slush fund — with almost no meaningful checks on how that money gets 
distributed or any visibility into who benefits.  
 
… this is an administration that has abused its power time and again, doling out favours to 
friends and attempting to weaponize other authorities (antitrust, government procurement, 
Transportation Security Administration screening) against perceived enemies. It’s reasonable 
to worry whether Mar-a- Lago members might be unusually big beneficiaries, while blue states 
get short shrift.  

 
OECD and IMF emphasise the need to clean up problems from the past so as to resource the “new 
economy” (which will involve ongoing stimulus and social support), reduce debt overhangs and 
improve productivity.  One massive issue has to be resolved immediately, and that is a financial 
and engineering crisis in Sydney’s and interstate infrastructure.  The effects of Berejiklian’s reliance 
on debt, and the extraordinarily low returns from her investments, show up in these comparisons 
(there is a little duplication as projects are discussed in different contexts). 
 
Infrastructure matters as does balancing spending properly between comingled priorities.  To 
make the point that “planning” must be related to “outcomes” (which the Greater Sydney 
Commission is debarred from), consider these words from Professor Bill Randolph in 2011: 

The problem is that, left to the market, Sydney will become ever more polarised and unequal 
in the distribution of the good life, and the planning system on its own can't prevent this. 
We've seen what deeply divided cities turn into in the US. That's not a vision that the planners, 
let alone the rest of us, would welcome. Putting low-paid workers in cheap homes in sink 
suburbs with inadequate public transport, making them travel long distances, often at 
unsociable hours (think restaurant workers, health workers, personal care workers, office 
cleaners), to where these jobs are is not good for them and their families, or for a sustainable 
city. And what happens to the kidults when they eventually grow up, find a partner and have 
children? Building one and two-bedroom flats all along Parramatta Road is not a long-term 
solution. 

 
A new approach must be vigorously pursued. We can no longer duck the critical issue - money 
must once more be put into developing homes for those on lower incomes in the places they 
need them. Twenty years of market-led solutions to the issue of housing affordability must be 
recognised for the failure it is. A properly funded affordable housing system needs to be 
integrated with planning reforms to support the delivery of an affordable housing market 
across the city. 

 
International and national concerns about infiltration of governance structures by Chinese agents 
do not apply to Sydney and Melbourne reforms as these involve open access to the Chinese 
Government-owned Metro/property developer MTR, it being public that Baird was a former 
employee of the Chinese bank HSBC which underwrote that same Chinese operator. 
 
WSROC started under Pam Allan and Craig Knowles but is not a sham.  Elsewhere I quote their 
wildly varying statements about the futility of the Badgerys Airport the way it is going compared 
with what might have been. 
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Savings to be used for Climate Mitigation 
 
These estimates were published in 2016 as part of the CASE TO PAUSE: 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
The last decade has been a nightmare for this historian of Sydney’s transport and general planning 
history as the following chronologies show.   
 

Notional "savings" from observing proper option and scenario testing
Value

WestConnex
Eastern portal $8 billion

Route who knows?
2nd Crossing

Defer Inner orbital (below) c $ 10 billion
Bankstown

Route who knows?
Stations $2+20  billion

trackage

Hurstville to 
Strathfield

c $15 billion in route 
and housing yields

NorthWest
Flexity Swiftas was $12 billion

time saving
Northern Beaches Peninsula

2008 $3 billion

Short tunnel sections, no densification w/o plan

WestConnex connection can be via Goanna
$15 billion

The Bays / West

The Goanna $7+ 10 billion

c $1 billion in JV yield

Parramatta &2nd Airport
Western fast trainsComplete Epping/Parra c $14 billion l/t

Bondi & SydUni ExpressNets

World exemplar
c $2 billion over time

Innerwest tram extension
Operational and R/E yields c $6 billion

ES trams c $5 billion inc  r/e yields

Ports & Logistics across Eastern Seabord
Costly delays since 2012 arguably $30 billion
Regional losses in Newcastle & Wollongong
Curtailment of Port Botany congestion

NB  Inner Orbital, NW Flexity and ES trams are interconnected

Inner Orbital

Use Bradfield Town Hall to Whitlam Sq - Prof Rob 
Lee & RG

Use Brereton expressway and M5 connection

Assess option/add  East Hills KSA/failed R/E yields
NB Berejiklian theft: Drop straightening & 

Eliminate though traffic in Cremorne & Mosman

Middle band 
densification
Multiple Flexity routes

Straight down Main North towards Hurstville

Better plan and engage in advance (iA comments)

Parramatta Road 
redevelopment

Release City Circle

Delete tram mistakes, reduce congestion/parking 
stress

Save 8 years, save $7+ b, + 16,000 units, achieve 
iconic "Fireworks", reverse malicious bias

Complete route and add patronage
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As the last of a great nation-building generation led by Peter Francis Cox, Barrie Unsworth, Gordon 
Messiter, Ron Christie and me supporting all, I am still fighting for fairness for current and future 
generations but now myself, my family and my beneficiaries. 
 
This small selection of Tweets shows some critical elements: 

 
More technically: 
 

 
  

Turnbull

Baird

Kennedy

Morrison

Frydenberg

Kennedy

Albanese

Kennedy

Chalmers

Logic

Original Offer

Value Proposition

Revised Offer  22 May to Albanese deemed to have been rejected, with loss of special benefits to PM including 4 national announcements

• Piece rates now for major project lines as in a normal arrangement but no "monopoly" exploitation.

• PM can decide on a practical pathway but the National Fund is an inevitability if Govt is to be credible

The Effects of Rejection of Economic Nous & the National Interest, with Vicious Plagiarism and Malevolence now Brought to Account

• Climate & demographic change were pressing on urban & regional medical, education & transit, add congestion & security facilities
• Infrastructure planning was in chaos with waste & capacity crises inherited from NSW Labor esp Iemma & Rees wastrels 
    and avoidable damage added by insane LNP "gifting" & broken Election promises
•Journalists gave all LNP wastrels Get Out of Jail Free cards by the x00s, Albanese was of that culture & endorsed Bairdijiklian Malenomics

• provision a national infrastructure review fund within iA but transparent, contributions by Feds (50%), States pro rata (e.g. NSW 

   $500 million)

• purchase necessary IP in fair terms including template to be shared across Aus (the Newcastle NSIP which was spectacularly successful

   + Eddington in London and Greiner in iNSW)

• expiate IP theft and health and macroeconomic & microeconomic damage to Australia through rejection of the National Interest 

   and gifting to cronies & wastrels

• capital sum at valuation as before but extant $5 m penalty against Chalmers + extra $5 million for nastiness & corruption, straight to 

   Salvos & food banks

There has been a severe decline in the quality and accountability 

of governance at national and state/territory levels.  This 

specialist in imaginative but practical solutions has done so in 

the silo & policy/project cases.  Now there is a need to squash 

retards and snake oil salesmenIgnored, rejected but cherry-picking of major elements w/o 

payment
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Appendix:  the Main LNP to ALP Chronologies 2009 - 2019 
 
Here is the broad path from Christie to Albanese as PM (Iemma and Rees and the massive 
campaign against  their metro gyrations are covered elsewhere): 

 

 

 
 
 

In July 2018 Albanese promised 
$3 billion to the West Metro, in 
total ignorance it seems of the 
August 2016 “next priority” 
kerfuffle which was a deceit 
based on BRT theft/failures, 
corrupt business case & failed 
engineering.  
 
That year and next, Leader Bill 
Shorten was induced to praise 
the metro  mess. 
 
The Baird model of real estate 
profits underpinning the 
Metros had disappeared – my 
revelation of the gross scale of 
67 high-rises in Campsie alone, 
with no current tall buildings, 
was plainly ludicrous but Lucy 
Turnbull had tried to 
camouflage that with grand 
words, no numbers. 
 
Why did Albanese not 
understand that debt reliance is 
toxic for intergenerational and 
cross-Budget societal efficiency 
and health? 

 

TURNING  POINT

2001
2009

2011
2012

2012
2001

2009
2011

2012
2012 2013

Christie Report 
contains a 
comprehensive agenda 
for strengthening the 
Bradfield rail system 
plus adaptation 
through selected 
metros 20 years down 
the line.

RailCorp Board took 
Christie's River Metro 
idea and developed it as 
the Anzac Metro - #1 
PPP prospect

Iemma/Rees Labor 
fear RTBU and 
handover of broken 
promises. With 
Rodd Staples they 
"think-up" a series 
of Metro blunders, 
leading to 
cancellation of all in 
2010.

Metro lobbies 
complain and 
continue campaign 
citing Staples

O'Farrell had called 
Labor's metros a 
"fiasco" coming from 
a "stench" of 
capricious 
politicisation of 
transport.( iA 
questioned value of 
NW Link.) Promised 
to stay with 
Bradfield, set up 
iNSW under Nick 
Greiner.
Refused to adopt 
Creative 
Reconstruction

Baird's Budget contained 
Bradfield;  but Berejiklian 
had recruited four Metro 
lobbyists incl Staples.

iNSW reported: keep 
largely to Christie agenda, 
use City Circle more, defer 
metros and 2nd Crossing, 
N/S bus tunnel in CBD, 
undergrounding of Parra 
Road (no go)
TfNSW issued inadequate 
L/T Trans Master Plan. 

Berejiklian reduced 
diameter of NW tunnels to 
eliminate Bradfield and 
interoperability.
Announced three metros - 
NW to Sydenham, 
Bankstown, Illawarra, 
demonised Greiner and 
danced  when he resigned 
(as BOF smirked).
M Turnbull expresses 
admiration for Berejiklian 
trams, doesn't mention 
Greiner's stronger logic.
Apparatchik Staples 
predicts 2nd Crossing and 
wide network of metros

Berejiklian finds she cannot link 
Sydenham with Illawarra.
Planning Minister Stokes 
announces densification 
approaches to Bankstown 
Corridor, UGNSW scares 
everyone with doubling of 
targets along Parra Rd.
Professions & lobbies refuse 
to act (PIA later eulogises 
GSC).
Baird imposes secret penalty 
on Newcastle Port while 
neutering Wollongong's Nick 
Whitlam, Berejiklian releases 
weak freight & ports plan that 
befriends Botany Club

20
14

20
15

20
16

20
17

20
14

20
15

20
16

20
17

McNally from TfNSW to head 
up Planning

Reardon to head up Premier & 
Cabinet

Baird announces 
West Metro is next 
priority;  and that a 
West Harbour road 
tunnel will be built 
and extended from 
Rozelle to Allambie 
Hts on the Nth 
Beaches.  
Poles & Wires 
achieve nett $15.9 
billion compared with 
commitments which 
grew to over $80 b. 
Feds release pro-
Berejiklian "cloak of 
invisibility" suite of 
"30 Minute City" and 
"3 Cities" while GSC 
continues support 
for the opposite 
infrastructure 
pseudo-plan - all 
nonsense
SW Metro Summary 
Business Case has 110 
redactions - 100% 
deceit, lie abt a train 
every minute

Staples to head up TfNSW
PIA published special panygeric for 
GSC in June '17, a disgraceful 
betrayal of historical standards

Lucy Turnbull to Chief 
Comm  and Sarah Hill to 
CEO of Gt Syd Comm - had  
supported Baird & 
Berejiklian. McNally to GSC 
and iNSW

Baird announces 2nd 
Harbour xing as cut-
down metro tunnel.
Greater Sydney 
Commission created 
as an interventionist 
militia.  Malcolm 
Turnbull becomes 
PM, starts to 
metrofy DIRD and iA
Administrators 
appointed in 
contentious council 
areas to stiffle 
debate
iA starts to 
mythologise 
Berejiklian metro, 
tram, connex and 
tunnel "decisions" 
w/o proper process.

Metros realise they 
have to reconstruct 
long sections of the 
Bankstown line to 
straighten them, to 
allow (wrong) vehicles 
to serve stations.  
Closure for up to 12 
months unannounced 
previously. Planning 
Minister Stokes ups 
then downs housing 
targets.
Berejiklian closes the 
Newcastle Line at 
Wickham which is the 
most stupid of all 
options, leaving the 
Stewart Ave level 
Crossing in place for 
the next generations to 
fight over.  Malice 
reminescent of 
Devonshire St in Surry 
Hills, also a tram 
blunder

Berejiklian becomes 
Premier, takes commercial 
densification under own 
control, announces she is 
pushing forward on metros 
w/o delay.  Unfunded 
promises blow out past $70 
billion.
GSC failed to plan proper 
infrastructure but    
inveigled  PM to fund a 
developer-led tram in lieu of    
CBD/regional tram network
Chief Commissioner of GSC 
declares "full steam 
ahead".
Fed Budget gifts $78.3 m to 
GSC's unlegitimised Parra 
tram 
Turnbull sets up three 
unConstitutional sub tabula 
schemes, CLARA (under 
Faster Trains) being a nasty 
con, the WS City Deal the 
greatest planning blunder in 
Australian history
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20
19

20
18

Interlinked political appointments reinforce Turnbull/Berejiklian illicit 
infrastructure agenda.  Turnbull replaced by Scott Morrison in August 2018 
but the planning stench continued unabated. McNally ejected.

PM Turnbull and agencies (iA particularly) and NSW's 
Berejiklian and GSC pursue unlegitimised and sub-economic 
acts of "folly & infamy", Berejiklian enforces "WAinc" by 
incorporating GSC as subsidiary agency - which steals RG's 
expressnet strategic approach + negates energy advantages 
of bio-fuelled duo-buses
• Calfas Port Panel to reinforce  Botany-Moorebank
    monopoly, false proposal for social contracts (cf $400 m)
• WS City Deal & St Marys Metro as illegitimate
    replacements of better Airport, freight and
    commuter access schemes - Fed & State Budgets, 
    Frydenberg refuses Budget Repair in MYEFO
 • iA continues with pretense that "business cases"
    are in development as sufficient for priority listing
    + steals RG impacts assessment pre-condition
• NorthWest southern extension (St Marys on) is latest 
    jumble of retro-justifications
• Bankstown Metro - Berejiklian steals RG ideas for
    faster & cheaper but not more effective and
    better options, RG exposes incompetence in 
    GSC densification targets in Bankstown & Nth Shore
• Berejiklian loony idea of moving Rozelle congestion 1 km    
    @ $4 billion, and sterilisation of Glebe Island, to frustrate 
     RG & community, PM does nothing abt dreadful
     congestion effects - 20,000+ extra vehicles per day in
     the critically-congested Rozelle zone, no traffic studies

Turnbull's Kennedy had been appointed head of DIRD and now  head of 
Treasury.  Gaetjens had been Morrison's chief-of-staff, then head of 
Treasury.  He then went to head PM&C.  Deputy PM and Morrison's chiefs-of-
staff are both ex-senior mining lobbyists. All reject "budget repair" and 
continuance of cronyism, gifting and deceit.

Morrison Budget allocates
•$3.5 billion to the loony St Marys Metro
   which cannot proceed - it is
   functionally irrelevant and depends on Berejiklian
   donating $3.5 billion of which she has $2 billion in the
   future (never-never) taken out of her West
   Metro debt kitty, but presumably Morrison will start
   and not finish
•$400 million to the Port Botany (Calfas) rail part-
   duplication which has been shown will not put one
   extra train on the tracks - a gross Turnbull deceit
   (NB Port has reacted by desperately trying to
   remedy the forgotten defects - another plagiarism)
•$50 million plus same from NSW - to "lucky"
   consultants to prepare the PR brochure for the false
   stub metro - another 100% redactions expected
Budget funds a ridiculous 7 fast train consultancies and a faux 
promise to Geelong.  Again no "budget repair".
MYEFO again rejects the "overlay" approach to re-planning 
even though RG showed that poor pre-engineering had 
produced two almighty messes:
• WestConnex cannot proceed with Rozelle mess
• Metro can't proceed due to track entanglements
Frydenberg takes over as Treasurer after the departure of 
Turnbull, his MYEFO rejected this analyst's "budget repair" 
components, he is accused of deceit and furthering Baird's, 
Berejiklian's, Turnbull's and Morrison's despicable unfairness


